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Cloud in the Classroom: Google Docs 
What is it? 
The cloud refers to space on the internet where information and resources are stored, saving your 
computer or your IT department from having to store them. One such resource is Google Docs, a 
suite of applications hosted freely by Google, that allows the creation, editing, and sharing of 
documents in a variety of formats (e.g. document, spreadsheet, presentation). The resulting 
documents can be downloaded to your computer or can be stored in the Google cloud. 

What does it look like in practice? 

Users must create a Google account in order to create and/or collaborate in Google Docs. The suite is 
accessed in any web browser and is not specifc to any computer operating system (i.e. Mac or 
Windows). If you use Google’s Chrome browser, you can access Google Docs offine, as well. The Docs 
tools mimic the tools in proprietary software suites like Microsoft Offce, and are, therefore, familiar and 
easy to use. 

How does such a tool/concept ft into my course? 
● Google Docs can provide access to productivity tools for students who can’t afford expensive 

software or do not have their own computers. 
● Students can access their work on any campus or public computer. 

● Editing permissions can be shared, so that groups of students can work on projects 
asynchronously. 

● Individual documents or folders can be shared with faculty in place of emailing assignments. 
● Faculty with editing permissions can grade documents online, providing immediate 

feedback to students. 
● Faculty can share handouts and assignments with students to view or retrieve online. 
● Google Docs easily connects to other Google applications, like Gmail and Calendar, for added 

course communication. 

Further Reading: 

Cloud Computing: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
Applying Cloud Computing in the Classroom: This article is specifcally about Google Docs.

http://deoracle.org/online-pedagogy/teaching-strategies/applying-cloud-computing.html
Article link to PDF: O’Broin, Daire and Damien Raftery. “Using Google Docs to Support Project-Based Learning.” 

http://journals.sfu.ca/aishe/index.php/aishe-j/article/viewArticle/35 
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